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Abstract:  This application note provides technical information on Quality of Service support in
SpeedTouch™ products. First, a brief introduction to the basic concepts of Quali y of Service is 
presented  Secondly, Quality of Service support in the SpeedTouch™ product range is explained, 
followed by examp es of how to use and configure Qua ity of Service on a SpeedTouch™ device. 
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Applicability:  This applica ion note applies to following SpeedTouch™ products: 

• The SpeedTouch™510 and 530 Series R4.0 Multi-user DSL Gateways 

• The SpeedTouch™610 Series R4.1 Business DSL Routers 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Basic Concepts 

There is no common or formal definition of Quality of Service (QoS).  One possible definition is that 
QoS is the ability of a network element (application, router, host) to have some level of assurance that 
its data traffic and service requirements can be satisfied. 

Nowadays the total amount of data traffic increases, while new types of data emerge e.g. voice data, 
video data, audio data. These new types of data pose new requirements for data transport e.g. low 
latency, low data loss… To meet these requirements, the entire network must ensure them via a 
connection service guarantee. Such a connection service guarantee can both be applied for connection-
oriented networks on a connection base as for packet-oriented networks on a data-stream or data type 
base. 

Quality of Service allows to specify a connection service guarantee via a set of connection parameters. 
Throughout the network, this set of connection parameters will be used to handle the connection data 
in a way to achieve the connection service guarantee. This handling includes reserving bandwidth, 
priority based queuing, scheduling, modifying data characteristics, … 

Examples of connection parameters include the maximum amount of bandwidth that may be used, the 
guaranteed amount of bandwidth that will always be available, the maximum delay the data can 
experience throughout the network, a priority indication,… 

There are two different approaches to achieve QoS. The first is “relative QoS” (also referred to as 
differentiated QoS) where a priority indication is given as connection parameter to certain data or to a 
connection, so that this data or connection will be handled with precedence over data or a connection 
with less priority. Obviously this guarantees no specified bandwidth or latency, but it is the easiest 
approach for achieving some level of QoS for high priority data. Examples of “relative QoS” are DiffServ 
and Ethernet VLAN user priority indication. 

The second approach is “absolute QoS” where measurable connection parameters are specified for 
certain data or for a connection, e.g. a guaranteed amount of bandwidth. This allows for an exact 
specification and measurement of the Quality of Service of data or a connection. Note that this 
approach is slightly more complicated then “relative QoS” because the connection parameters have to 
be specified and may be verified throughout the entire network. Examples of “absolute QoS” are IntServ 
and ATM QoS. 

If a “absolute QoS” connection service guarantee is specified throughout the network, elements in the 
network can verify if the data is conform the corresponding connection parameters. Data that is non-
conforming may be reduced in value or even discarded to enforce the service guarantee. This 
verification by the network is called policing. 

To prevent data being discarded in the network by policing, it is in the originator of the data’s interest 
to make sure that the data sent is conform the connection parameters (again in case of absolute QoS). 
This may involve changing data characteristics and is called shaping. 
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1.2 ATM Quality of Service 

This chapter presents a brief introduction to ATM Quality of Service, with focus on the QoS service 
categories that are most applicable to the SpeedTouch™ and its functionality. Other ATM service 
categories may be implemented in future SpeedTouch™ products. 

ATM is commonly used in the DSL access network because it’s perfectly suited for QoS requirements 
mentioned in chapter 1.1.  ATM has following benefits: 

- Integration of multiple traffic types 

- Efficient bandwidth use 

- Guaranteed bandwidth and resource allocation 

- High service availability 

- Multiple QoS categories support 

- Suitable for both delay or loss insensitive and delay or loss sensitive data traffic 

ATM QoS is ‘absolute QoS’. Connection service guarantees are described per ATM VP/VC by a set of 
measurable connection parameters. 

Following connection parameters may characterize an ATM connection: 

- Peak Cell Rate (PCR): maximum number of ATM cells per second that may be sent on the 
connection. 

- Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR): average number of ATM cells per second that may be sent on the 
connection. 

- Maximum Burst Size (MBS): Maximum number of ATM cells per second that may be sent in a 
burst, and thus exceeding the average number of cells (SCR) up to the maximum number of 
cells (PCR) for a limited number of ATM cells defined by MBS. 

- Cell Delay Variation Tolerance (CDVT): defines the tolerated variation in ATM cell delay (e.g. 
due to the occurrence of cell multiplexing). May be explicitly or implicitly defined by the 
network. 

- Cell Loss Ratio (CLR): Number of lost cells with regard to the total number of transmitted 
cells. This is an objective for the entire network. 

- Maximum Cell Transfer Delay (maxCTD): defines the maximum delay an ATM cell may 
experience during transfer throughout the ATM network. Cells that are delayed beyond the 
maxCTD value, are considered of less importance. This parameter is mainly used to 
characterize real-time connections. 

Based upon the aforementioned connection parameters, following QoS service categories are defined: 

- Constant Bit Rate (CBR): real-time connection with a specified amount of guaranteed 
bandwidth (PCR) that is continuously available during the connection life-time. The maximum 
cell delay is characterized by maxCTD as illustrated in Figure 1. CBR is typically used for 
interactive video and/or audio distribution and/or retrieval. 
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Figure 1 CBR 

- Non-Real-Time Variable Bit Rate (VBR-nrt): intended for non-real-time applications that have 
bursty traffic characteristics and no strict transfer delay requirements but which require an 
amount of guaranteed bandwidth. A VBR-nrt connection is characterized by an average 
guaranteed bandwidth (SCR) up to a maximum guaranteed bandwidth (PCR) for a burst with 
specified maximum size (MBS) as illustrated in Figure 2. VBR-nrt is typically used for bursty data 
transfer, banking transactions, ERP,… 
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Figure 2 VBR-nrt 

- Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR): intended for non-real-time applications that require no guaranteed 
bandwidth. A UBR connection is characterized by a maximum available bandwidth (PCR), as 
illustrated in Figure 3. All UBR traffic is non-guaranteed, and may be tagged/discarded or 
experience variable delay throughout the network. UBR is the most common used service 
class/category and used for text/data/image transfer and non-critical applications. 
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Figure 3 UBR 

It is important to be aware of the notion of guaranteed bandwidth and non-guaranteed bandwidth. The 
figures that illustrate the service categories clearly show which part of the bandwidth is guaranteed and 
which part isn’t.  Important is that the entire ATM network commits to delivery of data traffic up till the 
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‘guaranteed’ bandwidth. Non-guaranteed bandwidth is ‘best-effort’, and is unpredictable in availability 
and transfer delay. 

The guaranteed bandwidth is used for connection admission control (CAC). Connection admission 
control verifies if a connection establishment request can be accepted. This verification relies upon the 
guaranteed bandwidths of the connections already established and the total available bandwidth. The 
sum of all guaranteed bandwidths must be less then or equal to the total available bandwidth. Non-
guaranteed bandwidth is always accepted, even if the sum of non-guaranteed bandwidth exceeds the 
total available bandwidth (also referred to as overbooking). 

The ATM network will verify via policing if data that passes through it is conform the specified service 
categories. Non-conforming data may be either discarded, or reduced in priority (called tagging). ATM 
cells have a priority indication, the cell loss priority (CLP), which is a tag (a single bit) in the ATM 
header. If this CLP tag is set to 1, the cell is considered of reduced priority and will in case of congestion 
be discarded prior to discarding of non-reduced priority cells. The ATM network has the option to 
reduce non-conforming cells in priority and discard non-conforming or reduced priority cells. 

Obviously, the source of the ATM data benefits from sending data that is conform the service category. 
Data that is non-conforming may be discarded by policing performed in the network, which will 
probably result in retransmission of data and an overall reduced quality of service. Most sources of ATM 
data (and other network elements) will use shaping to adjust the data traffic characteristics to conform 
to the service category. Shaping is achieved by queuing data and limiting the upstream data rate to the 
PCR (for UBR and CBR) or SCR up to PCR (for VBR-nrt), and limiting the burst length to MBS (for 
VBR-nrt) if necessary. 

As a summary, Table 1 presents an overview of the ATM service categories applicable to the 
SpeedTouch™ products, and their associated parameters. 

 ATM Layer Service Category 

Connection Parameters CBR VBR-nrt UBR 

Traffic Parameters  

PCR and CDVT Specified 

SCR, MBS, CDVT n/a Specified n/a 

QoS Parameters  

MaxCTD Specified n/a 

CLR Specified n/a 

Table 1 ATM QoS Service Category overview 

 



 

2 SPEEDTOUCH™ AND QUALITY OF SERVICE 

2.1 ATM QoS 

The SpeedTouch™ supports ATM QoS as described in chapter 1.2. Note that as far as the 
SpeedTouch™ is concerned, QoS measures (queuing, scheduling,…) are only applicable to upstream 
data because LAN data (up to 100Mbps) competes for the available (and limited) DSL bandwidth. 
Received downstream data is forwarded to the LAN without any service loss because of the higher 
available bandwidth (typically 100Mbps) and sufficient processing power. 
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Figure 4 ATM QoS Topology Overview 

Figure 1 presents a QoS topology overview.  ATM connections terminated by the router (or terminated 
bridge connections) are per VC queued, segmented into ATM cells and shaped to the configured 
connection parameters.  Cross-connected connections from an ATM-F interface (SpeedTouch™ 610 
series routers are available with an ATM-F interface) are together with terminated connections queued 
per ATM QoS category (separate queues for UBR, VBR-nrt, CBR) and scheduled towards the DSL 
interface. 

All previously described ATM QoS categories are supported: UBR, VBR-nrt, CBR. These can be 
configured on a VP/VC base, so each ATM connection (virtual circuit) has a corresponding QoS 
category.  

The default QoS category is UBR, so without configuring QoS and specifying connection parameters, all 
connections (VP/VC’s) will be UBR with PCR parameter set to the available DSL bandwidth. 

Prior to accepting the establishment of a connection (also called ‘attachment of an interface’ on the 
SpeedTouch™), connection admission control (CAC) will verify if the requested guaranteed bandwidth 
(if any) is still available in the total bandwidth (physical DSL bandwidth in case of the SpeedTouch™). If 
available, the connection will be established. If not available, the establishment will be refused. Non-
guaranteed bandwidth requests will always be accepted, irrespective of the available bandwidth. 
Overbooking of guaranteed bandwidth is not allowed. 

For terminated connections, all upstream source data will be segmented into ATM cells and, depending 
on the QoS category and the connection parameters, shaped to be conform the specified parameters. 
This means PCR shaping for UBR and CBR; SCR, PCR and MBS shaping for VBR-nrt per VP/VC. 

After shaping, ATM cells are via ‘per QoS category’ queuing and priority based scheduling sent upstream 
over the DSL line to the ATM network. The SpeedTouch™ is CLP transparent, and originates data 
ATM cells with CLP equal to 0. 

Following ATM QoS categories are supported with their respective connection parameters: 
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QoS 
Category 

Specified 
Parameter 

SpeedTouch™ 
Application 

Characteristics Typically Used For 

UBR PCR Shaping 

 CDVT (*) Not Used 

Non-real-time, non-guaranteed 
bandwidth 

Non-critical data 

e.g. http, ftp, e-mail 

VBR-nrt PCR Shaping 

 SCR Shaping and CAC 

 MBS Shaping 

 CDVT Not Used 

 CLR (**) Not Used 

Non-real-time burst data which 
requires an amount of 
guaranteed bandwidth 

Priority data with possibly 
varying bandwidth requirements 

e.g. signaling, business data, VPN, 
ERP, … 

CBR PCR Shaping and CAC 

 CDVT Not Used 

 MaxCTD (***) Not Used 

 CLR Not Used 

Real-time streaming data which 
requires a constant amount of 
guaranteed bandwidth 

Real-time streaming multimedia 

e.g. video, audio, voice,… 

Table 2 SpeedTouch™ ATM QoS Parameters 

 
 

i  
. 
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(*) CDVT specifies the maximum delay variation and is used for policing purposes. Because the SpeedTouch™ does not apply 
policing, and hardly introduces delay variation, this parameter is not applicable.

(**) CLR spec fies the cell loss ratio throughout the network, and is a requirement for the entire network. As the source of ATM 
cells, this parameter is not applicable

(***) MaxCTD specifies he maximum delay throughout the entire ATM network. As the source of ATM cells, this parameter is 
not applicable. 

These categories and their connection parameters are organized and configurable in the SpeedTouch™ 
QoSbook. This QoSbook allows creation of profiles which can at a later stage be linked to VP/VC 
connections.  It can be found in the CLI (command-line interface accessed via a terminal or via the web 
interface). 

A profile is stored in the Qosbook as a QoSbook entry. A single entry has following parameters 
specified: 

Parameter Value Comment 

Name QoSbook entry name Any given name 

Type ubr / vbr-nrt / cbr ATM Service Category (also referred to as ATM QoS class) 

Tx Peak In Kbps Upstream PCR in Kbps (including ATM header) 

Tx Sust In Kbps Upstream SCR in Kbps (including ATM header) 

Tx Burst In bytes Upstream MBS in bytes (AAL5 payload) 

Rx Peak In Kbps Downstream PCR in Kbps (including ATM header) 

Rx Sust In Kbps Downstream SCR in Kbps (including ATM header) 

Rx Burst In bytes Downstream MBS in bytes (AAL5 payload) 

Table 3 QoSbook Parameters 
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Note: Kbps or kilobits per second is here 1000 bits per second. 

The maximum burst size is defined in bytes to allow using the connection MTU as a burst limit. This 
byte size (without AAL5 and ATM encapsulation) is recalculated into the corresponding MBS in ATM 
cells.  Note that this may result in a different burstsize being displayed because of the recalculation into 
a multiple of ATM cells (53 bytes). 

Downstream QoS parameters are specified to support ATM SVC’s (Switched Virtual Circuits) where 
ATM connections (VP/VCs) are dynamically set up via signaling (connection parameter negotiation).  For 
scenarios using permanent connections (PVCs) (most commonly used) these QoS parameters may be 
entered but are ignored. All downstream data is accepted and forwarded irrespective of these QoS 
parameters. 

Entering 0 as PCR is interpreted as PCR shaping to the available DSL bandwidth (called line-rate). If the 
DSL line is at this stage not yet initialized, 800Kbps is chosen as default but adjusted to the actual value 
as soon as the line initialization takes place. Note that line-rate shaping is only useful for UBR, and 
should not be applied for VBR-nrt or CBR. 

Once profiles are created as QoSbook entries, a profile may be linked to an ATM connection during 
connection establishment. 

For router or bridge terminated ATM connections, a connection can refer to a QoSbook entry via the 
interface configuration.  The Command-Line Interface (CLI) provides an ifconfig command that allows 
configuration of the Qosbook profile for the following interfaces: 

- Bridge 

- MER 

- IPoA 

- PPP (PPPoA and PPPoE) 

A PPTP to PPPoA relay connection has the QoSbook profile configured via the CLI profadd command 
that allows creation of PPTP profiles which can be selected via dial strings. 

For ATM-F interface cross-connected ATM connections, the QoSbook profile is selected via the cross-
connection configuration.  The CLI add command from the “atmf” submenu (only available on 
SpeedTouch™ 610 Routers with ATM-F interface) allows a QoSbook profile to be associated with the 
ATM cross-connect.  This profile will determine the ATM QoS queue and priority scheduling of the 
cross-connected ATM connections. 

 

Please refer to chapter 3 for examples. 
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2.2 ATM VC “Selection” 

In a scenario with multiple ATM VC’s with each their corresponding ATM Quality of Service connection 
parameters, it is crucial to determine and configure which traffic is sent over which ATM VC. 

For bridge connections, the transparent self-learning bridge learns which MAC addresses are reachable 
via which bridge ports (and connections).  This way, a BRAS (or any other Ethernet node) will be 
reached via the ATM connection the ARP reply was received upon (in case a node on the LAN did a 
ARP request for the BRAS or any default gateway). 

For routed connections (IPoA, MER, PPPoA, PPPoE), destination IP address routing can be used to 
determine the ATM VC to forward to.  If the destination networks differ or a proxy server is used for a 
particular service, destination IP address routing allows configuring static destination routes (gateway 
routes or interface routes) or dynamic routes (injected into the routing table when the PPP connection 
is up; via CLI rtadd command in “PPP” submenu). 

For routed connections (IPoA, MER, PPPoA, PPPoE), also source IP address routing can be used to 
determine the ATM VC to forward to.  If the traffic source (on the LAN) has a static IP address 
configured (e.g. Settop Box, or VoIP phone) or a certain network subscribes to a service, source IP 
address routing allows configuring static source routes (gateway routes or interface routes) or dynamic 
routes (injected into the routing table when the PPP connection is up; via CLI rtadd command in “PPP” 
subment). 

For PPTP to PPPoA relay connections, a number of PPTP profiles can be created via the CLI.  Each 
PPTP profile has a corresponding QoSbook profile configured upon creation.  ATM VC and PPTP profile 
are selected via two dial-strings (entered by the PPTP client typically on the host).  The first dial string 
determines the destination phonebook entry (ATM VC) and the second dial string determines the PPTP 
profile (and corresponding QoSBook profile) to be used. 

Please refer to chapter 3 for examples. 

2.3 QoS Overview 

As a summary, a brief overview of the SpeedTouch™ QoS features: 

- Supported ATM QoS categories: 

o UBR 

o VBR-nrt 

o CBR 

- Upstream PCR (UBR, CBR) and PCR/SCR/MBS (VBR-nrt) shaping per VC 

- Connection Admission Control (CAC) to prevent overbooking of guaranteed bandwidth 

- Per VC queuing on frame level for terminated ATM connections 

- Per QoS category queuing on ATM level 

- Fixed priority QoS category queue scheduling 

- Early Packet Discard (EPD) and Partial Packet Discard (PPD) in ATM queues to discard 
complete frames instead of single ATM cells in case of congestion 

- Backpressure from UBR ATM output queues to frame input queues to prevent congestion in 
the output queues (only for non-guaranteed bandwidth connections). 

 



 

3 CONFIGURING QOS ON THE SPEEDTOUCH™ 

3.1 Example: High priority data 

Lets considers a first practical example.  Imagine a household were the DSL connection is used both for 
pleasure (http, e-mail, chatting, messaging,…) and professional use (home working or VPN) via two 
PC’s.  In this application scenario the data which is transferred for professional use has obviously higher 
priority then the e.g. chatting data sent by another member of the family. 

Typically the home network will be 100base-Tx Ethernet, so the point at which the two types of data 
start affecting each other is the DSL upstream bandwidth which is typically limited.  This example will 
assume an upstream bandwidth of 128Kbps and a downstream bandwidth of 1Mbps. 
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10.0.0.26/8

VC 8.36
VBR

VC 8.35
UBR

HomeworkingLeisure
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Figure 5 Example: High priority data 

Quality of Service for the high priority data can be achieved by configuring 2 ATM connections (suppose 
in this case PVC’s) with each a different QoS profile.  The choice for the low priority data is an UBR 
service category (please refer to the introduction chapter for characteristics) and the choice for the high 
priority data is a VBR-nrt service category because of the bursty characteristics of this data. 

A first step is creating the QoS profiles which will be used later on when configuring ATM connections.  
These profiles are stored on the SpeedTouch™ as entries in the QoSbook.  The QoSbook is accessible 
via the terminal-based CLI (command-line interface) or via the web-page CLI. 

Note that a default entry is always preconfigured and used as default profile for ATM connections.  This 
profile is a UBR category with PCR equal to the line-rate (all available bandwidth on physical DSL layer).  
For the sake of completeness a new entry will be added to show the configuration of the parameters. 

The first created entry is the low priority profile, which is a UBR category which uses all available 
bandwidth.  The required configuration parameters are a given name, UBR service category and the 
usage of all available bandwidth (configured by PCR equal to 0).  This available bandwidth depends on 
the amount of guaranteed bandwidth that is currently in use.  If no guaranteed bandwidth is used, the 
line-rate is available for non-guaranteed bandwidth data.  Note that other parameters are requested, but 
will be ignored. 

[qosbook]=>add

name = UBR
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class = ubr

[tx_peakrate] = 0

[tx_sustrate] =

[tx_maxburst] =

[rx_peakrate] =

[rx_sustrate] =

[rx_maxburst] =

:qosbook add name=UBR class=ubr tx_peakrate=0

sustainable rate & burstsize ignored for UBR & CBR 

Note that downstream parameters (rx) are ignored in case PVC’s are used. 

A second entry needs to be created for the high priority profile.  Required configuration parameters are 
in this case a given name, VBR-nrt service category, PCR, SCR (as example half of the bandwidth) and 
MBS (as example 1528bytes as maximum size of a LLC encapsulated PPPoE packet).  Note that VBR-nrt 
configuration also requires downstream parameters although these are only applicable to SVC ATM 
connections. 

[qosbook]=>add

name = VBR_64

class = vbr-nrt

[tx_peakrate] = 128

[tx_sustrate] = 64

[tx_maxburst] = 1528

[rx_peakrate] = 0

[rx_sustrate] = 0

[rx_maxburst] = 0

:qosbook add name=VBR_64 class=vbr-nrt tx_peakrate=128 tx_sustrate=64 tx_maxburst=1528
rx_peakrate=0 rx_sustrate=0 rx_maxburst=0 

The QoSbook ‘list’ command gives an overview of all configured QoSbook entries: 

[qosbook]=>list

Name Ref Type TX peak sust burst RX peak sust burst

(Kbits) (Kbits) (bytes) (Kbits) (Kbits) (bytes)

default 6 ubr linerate 0 0 linerate 0 0

UBR 0 ubr linerate 0 0 linerate 0 0

VBR_64 0 vbr-nrt 128 64 1536 linerate 0 0 

The ‘Ref’ column in the QoSbook overview indicates the number of protocol interfaces that are actually 
configured with this QoS profile.  For example, typically there are a number of default connections 
configured which use the default QoS profile (hence the 6 references to this profile). 

Now that the profiles are created (as QoSbook entries), the next step is configuring an ATM connection 
and linking the appropriate profile to it.  On the SpeedTouch™ a QoS profile is linked to an ATM 
connection at the time a protocol interface is linked to that connection. 

As an example, a PPP dialup connection will be used on each of the two PC’s.  Transported towards the 
SpeedTouch™ via PPTP, the connections are relayed to PPPoA over the appropriate ATM connection. 

The next configuration step is adding the ATM connections in the SpeedTouch™ Phonebook.  For the 
sake of clarity, the two connections are named relay_low and relay_high. 

[phonebook]=>add

name = relay_low

addr = 8.35

type = pppoa
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:phonebook add name= relay_low addr=8*35 type=pppoa 
[phonebook]=>add

name = relay_high

addr = 8.36

type = pppoa

:phonebook add name= relay_high addr=8*36 type=pppoa 

Now to link the appropriate QoS profiles to these connections, protocol interfaces need to be 
specified, in this case PPTP profiles (but may also be PPP, IPoA or bridging interfaces in other 
configurations).  For this particular case, the PPTP name is chosen different from the phonebook 
connection name with the intention to keep the example as clear as possible. 

[pptp]=>profadd

name = home

[qos] = UBR

[encaps] = vcmux

[ac] = never

:pptp profadd name=home qos=UBR encaps=vcmux ac=never

[pptp]=>profadd

name = work

[qos] = VBR_64

[encaps] = vcmux

[ac] = never

:pptp profadd name=work qos=VBR_64 encaps=vcmux ac=never 

Note that the QoS profiles (QoSbook entries) are linked to these PPTP profiles.  At this stage, the 
SpeedTouch™ is properly configured and the actual connections can be established. 

Please make sure no PPP interfaces are configured with destination the relay_low and relay_high ATM 
connections, otherwise these ATM connections will no longer be available for PPTP relaying. 

The PPP dialup to the appropriate ATM connection (and Quality of Service) is achieved by specifying the 
server name, Phonebook connection name and PPTP profile name in the Virtual Private Networking 
properties.  For the leisure PC, this will be the current IP address of the SpeedTouch™, relay_low (as 
connection name) and home (as PPTP profile name).  For the professional PC this will be the current IP 
address of the SpeedTouch™, relay_high (as connection name) and work (as PPTP profile name). 

Once these properties are configured, both PC’s will connect to the ATM connections with defined 
Quality of Service categories and parameters.  From this point on, data from the “high-priority” PC will 
be sent on the ATM connection with guaranteed bandwidth with higher priority over the “low-priority” 
PC data which is processed with best-effort but no guarantees throughout the network. 

 



 

 

Figure 6 Host VPN Configuration 

The active PPTP relay connections and their associated Quality of Service profiles can be retrieved using 
the PPTP list command. 

[pptp]=>list

Dialstr Destination QoS Encaps AC State User

relay_low home relay_low UBR vcmux never CONNECTED (10.0.0.25)

relay_high work relay_high VBR_64 vcmux never CONNECTED (10.0.0.26) 

The configuration of this first example is summarized in a configuration file (.INI).  Note that only the 
relevant configuration is presented (e.g. no IP, firewall, NAT configuration). 

[ phone.ini ]

add name=relay_low addr=8*35 type=pppoa

add name=relay_high addr=8*36 type=pppoa

[ qos.ini ]

add name=UBR class=ubr

add name=VBR_64 class=vbr-nrt tx_peakrate=128 tx_sustrate=64 tx_maxburst=1536

[ pptp.ini ]

profadd name=home qos=UBR

profadd name=work qos=VBR_64

[ ppp.ini ]

[ endofarch ] 
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3.2 Example: Real-time multimedia data 

A second practical example covers the configuration of QoS for real-time data.  Suppose a SOHO with 
three PC’s that have internet access mainly for e-mail purposes.  Besides this three PC’s, one PC is a 
dedicated video-conferencing machine running NetMeeting. 

DSL NT10.0.0.138/8
20.0.0.138/8

10.0.0.1/8

BRAS

VC 8.35
CBR

VC 8.36
UBR

Video-
conferencePC1

SpeedTouch

10.0.0.2/8

10.0.0.3/8

20.0.0.1/8

PC2 PC3

 

Figure 7 Example: Real-time multimedia data 

This example will assume an upstream bandwidth of 128Kbps and a downstream bandwidth of 1Mbps. 

Because of the real-time characteristics and higher priority of the video-conferencing data, this data will 
be sent and received on a separate ATM PVC with appropriate Quality of Service configuration. 

To achieve this, assume that the video-conferencing PC has a static IP address 20.0.0.1 in a 20.0.0.0/8 
subnet.  The three PC’s have dynamic IP addresses in a 10.0.0.0/8 subnet which are assigned by the 
SpeedTouch™ as DHCP server.  This situation is illustrated in Figure 7. 

As in the first example, the first step is configuring the connections on ATM level by creating QoS 
profiles as SpeedTouch™ QoSbook entries and adding ATM connections to the Phonebook.  For the 
normal data, a UBR service category is configured which uses all available bandwidth.  For the video-
conferencing data, a CBR service category is chosen (because of its real-time characteristics) with 
64Kbps guaranteed bandwidth.  This example uses a somewhat shorter parameter-notation. 

[qosbook]=>add name=UBR class=ubr tx_peakrate=0 
[qosbook]=>add name=CBR class=cbr tx_peakrate=64 rx_peakrate=64 

The QoSbook ‘list’ command gives an overview of all configured QoSbook entries: 

[qosbook]=>list

Name Ref Type TX peak sust burst RX peak sust burst

(Kbits) (Kbits) (bytes) (Kbits) (Kbits) (bytes)

UBR 0 ubr linerate 0 0 linerate 0 0

CBR 0 cbr 64 0 0 64 0 0 

Two ATM PVC connections are created (similar to the first example). 

[phonebook]=>add name=conference addr=8.35 type=pppoa

[phonebook]=>add name=data addr=8.36 type=pppoa 
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This results in the following Phonebook: 

[phonebook]=>list

Name Type Use Address

conference pppoa 0 8.35

data pppoa 0 8.36 

The QoS profiles are linked to the ATM connections via the protocol interface definitions, in this case 
PPP interfaces (because the PPP connections are terminated on the SpeedTouch™ instead of relayed 
towards PC’s).  The conferencing PPP interface is configured as an always-on connection (could also be 
a dial-on-demand) with a CBR ATM QoS profile and NAPT (network address and port translation) 
enabled.  A source-routing entry is created to forward all data from the conferencing machine to this 
PPP interface. 

[ppp]=> ifadd intf=conference

[ppp]=> rtadd intf=conference dst=0.0.0.0/0 src=20.0.0.1/32 metric=1

[ppp]=> ifconfig intf=conference dest=conference proto=pppoa accomp=on addrtrans=pat
qos=CBR

[ppp]=> ifconfig intf=conference user=conference_user password=conference_password

[ppp]=> ifattach intf=conference 

A static NAPT entry is created to make sure that incoming data on port 1720 (H323) is forwarded 
towards the video-conferencing PC.  This may be needed to support a NetMeeting call being initiated by 
other parties. 

[nat]=> bind application=H323 port=1720

[nat]=> create protocol=tcp inside_addr=20.0.0.1:1720 outside_addr=0.0.0.0:1720

The second PPP interface is configured as an always-on connection with UBR ATM QoS profile and 
NAPT enabled.  A routing entry is created to forward all other data to this interface.  Note that 
because of longest prefix matching the conference interface routing entry is applied before the data 
interface entry. 

[ppp]=> ifadd intf=data

[ppp]=> rtadd intf=data dst=0.0.0.0/0 src=0.0.0.0/0 metric=1

[ppp]=> ifconfig intf=data dest=data proto=pppoa accomp=on addrtrans=pat qos=UBR

[ppp]=> ifconfig intf=data user=data_user password=data_password

[ppp]=> ifattach intf=data

Next, an IP address  in the 20.0.0.0/8 subnet needs to be configured on the SpeedTouch™ next to the 
default 10.0.0.138/8 IP address. 

[IP]=> apadd addr=20.0.0.138/8 intf=eth0 addroute=yes

The final step is configuring the SpeedTouch™ as a DHCP server to assign IP addresses in the 10.0.0.0/8 
range to the three PC’s (note that this number is merely an example, any number of PC’s up to 252 can 
be used in this scenario). 

[dhcp server]=>config autodhcp=off scantime=20 spoofing=off trace=off

[dhcp server]=>policy verifyfirst=off trustclient=on

[dhcp server pool]=>add name=LAN_private

[dhcp server pool]=>config name=LAN_private poolstart=10.0.0.1 poolend=10.0.0.254
netmask=8 leasetime=7200

[dhcp server]=>start 

Once this configuration is made, the video-conferencing PC can accept incoming NetMeeting calls, and 
the H323 data will always be forwarded over the connection with 64Kbps guaranteed bandwidth.  
Important remark is that if no guaranteed bandwidth is in use (e.g. no active video-conferencing), this 
bandwidth will be available as non-guaranteed bandwidth for data from other PC’s. 
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Incoming H323 calls on the data connection will in this configuration also be forwarded to the video-
conferencing PC, which may or may not be wanted.  Adding a firewall rule can easily prevent this. 

The configuration of this second example is summarized in a configuration file (.INI).  Note that only the 
relevant configuration is presented (e.g. no IP, firewall configuration). 

[ phone.ini ]

add name="conference" addr=8*35 type=pppoa

add name="data" addr=8*36 type=pppoa

[ qos.ini ]

add name="UBR" class=ubr

add name="CBR" class=cbr tx_peakrate=64

[ dhcp.ini ]

config autodhcp=off scantime=20 spoofing=off trace=off

policy verifyfirst=off trustclient=on

spoof failtime=4 errorlt=60 dodlt=10

pool add name="LAN_private"

pool config name=LAN_private poolstart=10.0.0.1 poolend=10.0.0.254 netmask=8
leasetime=7200

start

[ ppp.ini ]

ifadd intf="conference"

rtadd intf=conference dst=0.0.0.0/0 src=20.0.0.1/32 metric=1

ifconfig intf=conference dest=conference qos=CBR proto=pppoa accomp=on addrtrans=pat
status=up

ifconfig intf=conference user="conference_user" password=conference_password

ifattach intf=conference

ifadd intf="data"

rtadd intf=data dst=0.0.0.0/0 src=0.0.0.0/0 metric=1

ifconfig intf=data dest=data qos=UBR proto=pppoa accomp=on addrtrans=pat status=up

ifconfig intf=data user="data_user" password=data_password

ifattach intf=data

[ nat.ini ]

bind application=H323 port=1720

create protocol=tcp inside_addr=20.0.0.1:1720 outside_addr=0.0.0.0:1720

[ ip.ini ]

apadd addr=10.0.0.138/8 intf=eth0 addroute=yes

apadd addr=20.0.0.138/8 intf=eth0 addroute=yes

[ endofarch ] 
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